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The energy efficiency rating is a measure of 
the overall efficiency of a home. The higher 
the rating the more energy efficient the home 
is and the lower the fuel bills will be.

The environmental impact rating is a measure of
a home’s impact on the environment in terms of
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) emissions.The higher the
rating the less impact it has on the environment.

Energy Performance Certificate

Estimated energy use, Carbon Dioxide (CO2) emissions and fuel costs of this home

[HO1] 

Current Potential

Energy use [H20] kWh/m2 per year [H21] kWh/m2 per year 

Carbon dioxide emissions [H22] tonnes per year [H23] tonnes per year 

Lighting [H24] per year [H25] per year 

Heating [H26] per year [H27] per year 

Hot water [H28] per year [H29] per year

Based on standardised assumptions about occupancy, heating patterns and geographical
location,the above table provides an indication of how much it will cost to provide lighting, heating
and hot water to this home. The energy use includes the energy used in producing and delivering
the fuels to this home. The fuel costs only take into account the cost of fuel and not any associated
service, maintenance or safety inspection. This certificate has been provided for comparative
purposes only and enables one home to be compared with another. Always check the date the
certificate was issued, because fuel prices can increase over time and an older certificate may
underestimate the property’s fuel costs.

To see how this home can achieve its potential rating please see the recommended measures.

Energy Efficiency Rating

Current Potential

Very energy efficient – lower running costs

Not energy efficient – higher running costs

UK 2006

AA
BB

CC
DD

EE
FF

GG

(92-100)

(81-91)

(69-80)

(55-68)

(39-54)

(21-38)

(1-20)

Environmental Impact Rating

Current Potential

Very environmentally friendly – lower CO2 emissions

Not environmentally friendly – higher CO2 emissions

UK 2006

AA
BB

CC
DD

EE
FF

GG

(92-100)

(81-91)

(69-80)

(55-68)

(39-54)

(21-38)

(1-20)

Dwelling type:
Name of inspector:
Date of inspection:
Date of report:
Reference number:
Total floor area:

[HO2]
[HO3]
[HO4]
[HO5]
[HO6]
[HO7]

This home’s performance is rated in terms of the energy use per square metre of floor area, energy
efficiency based on fuel costs and environmental impact based on carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.

[H10]
[H11]

[H12]
[H13]
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[property address]
[Report - date] RRN: [RRN]

Energy Performance Certificate

The following is an assessment of the key individual elements that have an impact on this home’s
performance rating. Each element is assessed against the following scale: Very poor/Poor/Average/ 
Good/Very good.

Summary of this home’s energy performance related features

Current energy efficiency rating [H39]
Current environmental impact rating (CO2) [H40]

Walls

Roof

Floor

Windows

Main heating

Main heating controls

Secondary heating

Hot water

Lighting

[H30a]

[H31a]

[H32a]

[H33a]

[H34a]

[H35a]

[H36a]

[H37a]

[H38a]

[H30c]

[H31c]

[H32c]

[H33c]

[H34c]

[H35c]

[H36c]

[H37c]

[H38c]

[H30b]

[H31b]

[H32b]

[H33b]

[H34b]

[H35b]

[H36b]

[H37b]

[H38b]

Elements Description Current performance
Energy Efficiency Environmental

Remember to look for the energy saving recommended logo when buying energy efficient products.
It’s a quick and easy way to identify the most energy efficient products on the market.

For advice on how to take action and to find out about offers available to help make your home 
more energy efficient call 0800 512 012 or visit www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/myhome
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[property address]
[date of making the report] RRN: [RRN]

Recommendations

Enhanced energy efficiency rating [H68]
Enhanced environmental impact (CO2) rating [H69]

Potential energy efficiency rating [H62]

Improvements to the energy efficiency and environmental impact ratings will usually be in step with
each other. However, they can sometimes diverge because reduced energy costs are not always
accompanied by reduced Carbon Dioxide (CO2) emissions.

The measures below are cost effective. The performance ratings after improvement listed below are
cumulative, that is they assume the improvements have been installed in the order that they appear
in the table.

Recommended measures to improve this home’s performance ratings

Potential environmental impact (CO2) rating [H63]

The further measures listed below should be considered in addition to those already specified if
aiming for the highest possible standards for this home.

Further measures to achieve even higher standards

1 [H50]

2 [H50]

3 [H50]

4 [H50]

Sub-total  

Higher cost measures

5 [H57]

6 [H57]

Total

[H51]

[H51]

[H51]

[H51]

[H54]

[H58]

[H58]

[H61]

[H52]

[H52]

[H52]

[H52]

[H59]

[H59]

[H53]

[H53]

[H53]

[H53]

[H60]

[H60]

7 [H64]

8 [H64]

[H65]

[H65]

[H66]

[H66]

[H67]

[H67]

Lower cost measures 
(up to £500)

Typical savings
per year

Performance ratings after improvement
Energy efficiency               Environmental impact
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[property address]
[date of making the report] RRN: [RRN]

Recommendations

Lower cost measures (typically up to £500 each)
These measures are relatively inexpensive to install and are worth tackling first. Some of them may
be installed as DIY projects. DIY is not always straightforward, and sometimes there are health and
safety risks, so take advice from an energy advisor before carrying out DIY improvements.

[H70]

Higher cost measures (typically over £500 each) 
[H71]

Further measures that could deliver even higher standards for this home
[H72]

About the cost effective measures to improve this home’s performance ratings

About the further measures to achieve even higher standards
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[property address]
[date of making the report] RRN: [RRN]

General Information

This inspection has been undertaken by a qualified Inspector who has received appropriate training
to collect the correct information about the energy performance of homes. This information has been
processed by a Government approved organisation to produce the energy performance certificate
and the recommendations for improvements in this report. Both the Inspector and the energy
performance certificate supplier are regularly monitored to ensure that their work is up to standard. 

For clarification of the technical information in this energy performance certificate please contact: 
the Home Inspector.

EU legislation dealing with Energy Performance Certificates is to be implemented early in 2007. If
you wish to re-use this Certificate later, you should contact the scheme of which the inspector is a
member to find out if that is possible.

About this energy inspection

About this home’s performance ratings

The ratings provide a measure of the overall energy efficiency of this home and its environmental
impact. They are calculated based on SAP 2005, the government’s Standard Assessment Procedure 
for energy rating of dwellings. The ratings take into account the home’s insulation, heating systems, 
hot water system, fixed lighting, ventilation, number of windows and fuels used.

Not all of us use our homes in the same way so to allow one home to be directly compared to another,
energy ratings are calculated using ‘standard occupancy’ assumptions. Standard occupancy is based
on a home in a central UK location and assumes that during the heating season the home is heated
for 9 hours a day during weekdays and 16 hours a day at weekends, with the living room heated to
21oC and the rest of the house at 18oC.

The ratings are expressed on a scale of 1 to 100. The higher the energy efficiency rating the more
energy efficient the home and the higher the environmental impact rating the less impact it has on the
environment.

Homes which are more energy efficient use less energy, saving money and helping to protect 
the environment. The cost of providing lighting, heating and hot water to a home with an energy
efficiency rating of 100 would be practically zero. Similarly the Carbon Dioxide emissions from lighting,
heating and hot water for a home with an environmental impact rating of 100 would be practically zero. 

The potential ratings shown above describe the energy performance of the home assuming all cost
effective measures have been installed. For comparison a home built to the 2006 Building Regulations
would typically be around the boundary of bands B and C, depending on its type, size and heating fuel.

General Information
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[property address]
[date of making the report] RRN: [RRN]

General Information

The impact of our homes on the environment

What can I do today?

Carbon dioxide is one of the biggest contributors to the man-made greenhouse effect. We all use
energy every day – at home, at work and when we travel. To generate that energy, we burn fossil
fuels (coal, oil and gas) that produce ‘greenhouse’ gases – particularly Carbon Dioxide – which are
changing our climate and damaging the environment. The energy we use for heating, lighting and
power in our homes produces over a quarter of the UK’s Carbon Dioxide emissions. 

The average household in the UK creates about six tonnes of Carbon Dioxide every year. There are
simple steps you can take to cut Carbon Dioxide emissions and help prevent climate change.
Making your home more energy efficient by adopting the suggestions in this report can help protect
the environment by reducing Carbon Dioxide emissions. You could reduce your emissions even
more by switching to renewable energy sources.

In addition to the specific measures suggested in this report, don’t forget there are many simple
measures you can put into action today that will save you money, help reduce your impact on the
environment and improve the comfort of your home.

For example:
• Check that your heating system thermostat is not set too high (21oC in the living room is

suggested) and use the timer or programmer to ensure you only heat your home when necessary.
• Make sure your hot water is not too hot. Your cylinder thermostat shouldn’t need to be set higher

than 60oC/140oF.
• Turn off lights when not needed and do not leave appliances on standby. Remember not to leave

chargers (e.g. for mobile phones) turned on when you are not using them.
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[property address]
[date of making the report] RRN: [RRN]

About the Home Inspector

Home Inspector’s signature
Note: Facsimile signature taken from in the database)

Inspector’s licence number:

Name:

Qualifications:

Company name:

Address:

Phone number:

Fax number:

E-mail address:

Date of making the report:

Related Party Disclosure

[H100]

[H101]

[H102]

[H103]

[H104]

[H105]

[H106]

[H107]

[H108]

[H109]

[H110]

What to do if you have a complaint 
If you have a complaint about this Energy
Performance Certificate or the Home Inspector
who carried it out, you should follow the
procedures set out below. 
• Ask the company who provided the report, 

(the company named on the front of the report)
or the Home Inspector who carried it out to 
give you a copy of their complaints handling
procedure. All companies must have a written
procedure and make it available to you if 
you ask. 

• Follow the guidance given in the document,
which includes making a formal complaint. 

• Companies that provide Energy Performance
Certificates must handle your complaint in
accordance with their procedure. 

You may ask [H111] [H112] to investigate the
complaint if: 
• your complaint is about an allegation of criminal

activity; 
• the company fails to handle your complaint in

line with their procedure; or 
• you are not happy with how they have handled

your complaint. 

This Energy Performance Certificate is produced by a Home Inspector, who is a member of [H111] 
(a government-approved certification scheme).  
The Home Inspector must provide an objective opinion about the energy efficiency and
environmental impact of the property which the buyer, the seller and the buyer’s mortgage company
must be able to rely on and use.
To become a member of [H111] a Home Inspector has to:
• pass an assessment of skills, in line with National Occupational Standards; and
• have insurance that provides cover when a Home Inspector is negligent.
The Home Inspector must follow the necessary standards and [H111] code of conduct.

About the Home Inspector


